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Buttons are the unsung
heroes of the crafting
world. They’re one of
the most flexible craft

products out there and are
really versatile. They’re as
happy sitting on a minimalistic,
clean and simple card as they
are perched on cards for men.
We all tend to have a tin or
packet of assorted buttons and
use them occasionally, but
they’re rarely the main focus of
the card.

Cute as a

There is a move to use all
things vintage and these sorts
of projects would be perfect for
using up all sorts of vintage
buttons. Don’t worry if they’re
not exactly the same, a bit of
mismatching here and there
will add to the charm. 

I’ve used bright and 
bold colours combined with 
contemporary images, however
if you use the same type of
images and change the colour
scheme, add in some pastels

and softer textures such as
lace or ribbon to go with
vintage style buttons you’ll 
have a completely different 
look. So use the ideas on
these pages to fit your style,
change the sizes or add 
more patterned paper.

Button up
Buttons are brilliant – you can
put twine through them, add
gloss or heat-embossing on
them, colour them with

permanent markers, stamp
them, cover them with
patterned paper or let their
natural beauty take the
spotlight.

For these cards I’ve thought
about images and items that
have a circular shape and
replaced that shape with a
button. There are so many
variations on this theme – think
hot air balloons, car wheels,
tractors, clocks, cakes, fruit
and vegetables – the list is

Keren Baker
Designer

Keren Baker gives you quick and fun
ideas to turn buttons into show-stopping
embellishments for your cards

butt n
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SIMPLY SHOPPING
endless! Don’t be restricted to
circles though – buttons come
in so many different shapes.
You can even use the buttons
as building blocks for other
shapes. How about three
stacked buttons to create a
snowman, a heart shape made
out of multiple buttons in
different shades, or even
clouds, rainbows and flowers?

I’ve used punches to create
holes to insert the buttons
onto cardstock and added

texture using twine. I didn’t
always have buttons in the
correct shade, so I used
ProMarkers to change the
colour and also give the button
a textured look. This technique
works with any alcohol markers
and works best on lighter
coloured buttons.

But why stop there? Why
not try creating your own
buttons! Punch small circles
from patterned paper or
cardstock and stack them on

top of each other. Add small
holes and leave some plain or
add a Glossy Accents to create
a shiny finish. If you fancy
something with a bit more
texture, how about using clay
and add texture on top using a
stamp? If you don’t feel like
making your own buttons, 
you can buy ready-made
chipboard button shapes and
decorate them using patterned
paper, embossing powder,
UTEE or paint. �

Cas-ual Fridays stamps, Avery Elle
& W Plus 9 sets are available from
www.makethedayspecial.co.uk

Simply make

SWEET, SWEET,
SWEET

1Create an 11x13.5cm card
blank from kraft cardstock. 

Cut a 10x12.5cm panel from
white cardstock and attach. 
Fix a 7x10cm panel of red
patterned paper on top.

2Stamp ‘Sweet’ five times
around the bottom-left corner

using black ink. Punch out two red
cardstock circles and run the red
Copic marker around the edges. 

3Stick red buttons onto the
circles and trim two curved

stems and leaves from green
cardstock. Attach them to the top-
right corner of the card front. Add
3D foam pads to the button
circles and stick over the stem
shapes to finish.

What you need
Materials
� green, red, kraft & white 

cardstock
� red buttons
� W Plus 9 A Pocketful 

Valentine stamp set
� Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad
� Papermania Capsule 

Collection Spots & Stripes
Brights patterned paper pad

� red & green Copic markers
� 3D foam pads
Tools
� EK Success 1” circle punch

TOP TIP
To stop twine ends from fraying,
add wet glue to the ends
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What you need
Materials
� kraft & white cardstock
� Papermania mixed button pack
� Cas-ual Fridays Big Thanks

stamp set

� Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad
� Papermania Capsule Collection

Spots & Stripes Brights 
patterned paper pad

� 3D foam pads

STEPBYSTEP

3Stamp ‘THANK YOU’ three
times along the side of the

card front and ‘THANKS’ next to
the tree using black ink as shown. 

4Choose different sized and
coloured buttons to affix

around the tree branches as
leaves to finish. 

2Cut a tree outline from kraft
cardstock. Adhere to the right-

hand side of the card front. 

1Create a 10x17cm card
blank from kraft cardstock.

Trim a 9.5x15.5cm white
cardstock panel and an 8x15cm
panel of brown patterned paper.
Layer together on the card front
as shown.

BUTTON TREE THANKS
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1Create a 17x10cm tent-fold
card blank from kraft cardstock

and attach a 9x16cm white
cardstock panel on top. Cut out 
an 8x12.5cm panel of green
striped patterned paper.

2Cut out an oval shaped pea
pod from green cardstock

approximately 8x2.5cm and colour
the edges using a green Copic
maker. Use a craft knife to make a
slit along the middle but not all the
way across, and score a line
directly under the slit. 

3Affix a piece of twine in a swirly
pattern into the bottom-right

corner of the card front and adhere
the pod over the top as shown. 

What you need
Materials
� kraft, white & yellow cardstock
� Papermania mixed button pack
� Cas-ual Fridays Shenanigans

stamp set 
� Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad
� red Copic marker
� dark brown & light brown

Letraset ProMarkers
� Papermania Capsule 

Collection Spots & Stripes
Brights patterned paper pad

� 3D foam pads

Simply make

Simply make

What you need
Materials
� kraft, white & green cardstock
� green buttons 
� Avery Elle Oh Baby stamp set
� Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad
� green & white baker’s twine

� Papermania Capsule 
Collection Spots 
& Stripes Brights 
patterned paper pad

� green Copic marker
� 3D foam pads

1Create a 12.5x15cm card 
blank from kraft cardstock. 

Cut a 12x14.5cm panel of white
cardstock and a 9.5x12cm panel of
yellow striped patterned paper. Layer
them together on the card front.

2Cut a circle from kraft cardstock
with a 9.5cm diameter. Cut a

smaller circle from red patterned
paper and cut a wavy edge. Colour
the edge using a Copic marker.
Layer them together and cut out a
quarter of the circle. Attach the
‘pizza’ on the right-hand side of the
card front overlapping the edge. 

3Use ProMarkers to colour light
coloured buttons and affix them

to the pizza when dry. Cut out
narrow pieces of yellow cardstock
and glue onto the pizza. Stamp the
sentiments as shown to finish. 

WELCOME
LITTLE ONE

4Place three buttons into 
the slit and adhere onto 

the card front. Stamp the
sentiment onto the left-hand 
side using black ink to finish.
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BIRTHDAY PIZZA
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1Create a 14cm-square card
blank from kraft cardstock. Cut

a 13cm-square white cardstock
panel and a 10x11.5cm panel
from blue striped patterned paper.
Affix everything together on the
card front as shown.

2Cut a 0.5x7cm piece of red
striped patterned paper. Create

a boat shape from turquoise
cardstock and punch three holes. 

3Cut a large triangle from white
cardstock and a smaller

triangle from patterned paper. 
Add a line of blue marker along
the white triangle as shown.

4Adhere the boat base at an
angle. Affix the striped mast

and two triangles into the card
using glue and 3D foam pads. 

5Cut a flag shape from
turquoise cardstock and affix

onto the mast using 3D foam
pads. Add three blue buttons 
over the holes in the base of 
the boat . 

6Stamp your sentiment in the
bottom-left corner of the card

front as shown. Add a wavy line of
glue onto the card and add a strip
of baker’s twine on it to finish.

What you need
Materials
� kraft, white & turquoise cardstock
� blue buttons
� Cas-ual Fridays 

Shenanigans stamp set 
� beige & white baker’s twine
� Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad
� Papermania Capsule 

Collection Spots & Stripes
Brights patterned paper pad

� light blue Letraset ProMarker
� 3D foam pads
Tools
� EK Success 1⁄2” circle punch

Simply make

ALL ABOUT YOU
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What you need
Materials
� kraft, white & black cardstock
� Papermania mixed button pack
� Cas-ual Fridays Shenanigans

stamp set 
� Tuxedo Black Memento inkpad
� beige & white baker’s twine
� Papermania Capsule 

Collection Spots & Stripes
Brights patterned paper pad

� 3D foam pads
Tools
� EK Success 1⁄2” circle punch
� Xcut small square punch

TOP TIP
Look for images that have circular
shapes in them and substitute
buttons for the shapes

2Cut out a 6x9cm panel of
black and white cardstock.

Slightly round the corners and cut
an aperture into the black panel.
Punch a small hole in the bottom
of the phone shape and attach the
white cardstock panel behind it. 

3Punch nine squares from
different patterned papers and

arrange in a grid onto the white
part of the phone. Cut a small
rectangle of white cardstock and
attach to the back at the top. 
Affix two lengths of twine behind
this to form the earphones.

4Adhere the phone to the card
front at an angle and place

the twine across the card front as
shown. Affix two buttons at the
end of the twine and one in the
punched-out hole on the phone.

5Stamp the sentiment onto
the bottom of the card front

as shown to finish. 

STEPBYSTEP

1Create a 10x18cm card blank
from kraft cardstock. Adhere a

9x16.5cm white cardstock panel
and a 7.5x14.5cm panel of blue
patterned paper to the card front.

BIRTHDAY
PHONE
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